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Reasons for Increases 

n Minimum Wage and
Statutory Pension Increases

n Currency: Still not recovered
since Brexit

n Transport: Pallet prices
moving up

n Storage: External stores
increasing prices

n Overheads: Energy and Fuel
prices increasing



Meat

Reasons for Increases
n Currency: Still not recovered
and suppliers who missed the
March and September 2017
windows and are now passing
increases.

n Raw Material Prices: Demand
for meat has driven up prices.
China etc now buying better cuts
and paying more for it.

n Minimum Wage: This is 
continually increasing.

n Transport: Pallet prices 
moving up.

n Storage: External stores 
increasing prices.

n Overheads: Energy prices 
increasing.

n GAT Licence.



Butter

The 5 reasons why prices have
been increasing

1 The Milk Crisis – oversupply in
2015 & early 2016 lead to
farmgate and unsustainable
prices for milk, many farms
were forced to close. Ironically,
in the EU, a €150m subsidy was
issued by the European
Commission to reduce
production.

2 Skinny cows - grass energy
levels were below the 6 year
average for most of the 2016
grazing season, and the poor
financial situation of many farms
meant feed became too
expensive, affecting milk fat
levels and reducing availability
for butter production.



Butter

The 5 reasons why prices have
been increasing

4 Supermarket price wars -
supermarkets were reluctant to 
put prices  up despite  surging  
wholesale  prices meaning that 
some manufacturers chose to 
export instead, reducing 
availability. A 10% increase in 
butter price on the shelf did 
nothing to cover the 100% 
increase in wholesale price.

3 Brexit export boom - due to 
the devaluation of sterling  in  
the wake  of Brexit,  UK butter  is 
now  more competitive in the 
global market and hence 
demand has risen for exports, 
particularly to China. Combined 
with New Zealand who currently 
have high butter prices this 
pushed UK exports up 58% YoY.



Butter

The 5 reasons why prices have
been increasing

5 Big fat revival - Time 
Magazine published a front 
cover encouraging people to ‘Eat 
Butter’ admitting previous 
research had been wrong about 
the dangers of saturated fats. 
Latest UK retail data shows  
butter volume  up 0.7%, 
spreadable up 1.7%, with a 10% 
drop for dairy spreads.



Butter

Market Update

n After unprecedented price increases in 2017. The
market has started to ease in November.



Bakery Increases 

Viennoiserie

n Everyday Favourites The
average butter content of these
products is 17-18%, all of the
increase is attributed to this.
Original proposal reduced by
nearly half (on average) .

n Lantmannen All the products
have a high butter content, and
the increase is directly related to
this.

n Delifrance Only viennoiserie
products impacted, all increase
directly related to the price of
butter, all products produced in
France which is suffering the
most with butter availability.

n Bridor All products have very
high butter content & eggs are
used (Bridor are the industry
leaders for premium quality).



Bakery Increases 

Bread

n Everyday Favourites &
Premium Selection The Express
Baguette is exposed to rising UK
wheat prices, as well as
packaging costs. We have
worked really hard with the
Brioche Bun supplier.

n Hovis Despite being a volatile
supplier and a blanket market
price increase going through to
everyone else in February. The
actual % is based on wheat and
manufacturing costs.

n Lantmannen Increase based
on rising UK wheat prices, as well
as labour & packaging costs.



Bakery Increases 

Bread

n Speciality Flatbreads (Hollyland
& Eghoyans) No increase posted
for many years, this proposal
based on rising wheat, labour
and packaging prices. Currently
out to tender, and hoping to
make some savings.

n Bread du Jour No previous
price change in many years,
increase deferred by 6 weeks.

n Kara Price increase on Brioche
Bun only, as it is enriched with
butter & eggs which are under
intense commodity pressure –
no other lines are impacted –
this how now been backed out
by Kara, no impact.



Bakery Increases 

Bread

n Mghees A blanket market
increase applied, with no
previous price changes in 4
years. Driven by rising wheat,
labour and packaging costs.

n Irwins No previous price
change in many years, and this
increase deferred by over 9
months.

n Fosters Costs being driven by
wheat, labour and packaging
across all, but specifically butter
& eggs on the Brioche products.



Bakery Increases 

Cakes & Sweet Snacking

n Everyday Favourites &
Premium Selection Cakes
(tray/loaf/whole) are
predominantly impacted by egg,
milk, butter & cream whilst the
cookies have some milk & butter
content. We have worked really
hard to maintain competitive
pricing on this mainly Everyday
Favourite range and will be last
to market with increases from
own brand suppliers.

n CSM Only products with high
butter content (flapjack &
shortbread) impacted, increase
deferred for 4 months.

n Kate’s Cakes Only products
with high butter content
(brownie, flapjack & shortbread)
impacted, increase deferred for 4
months.



Bakery Increases 

Cakes & Sweet Snacking

n Handmade Cake Co Product
range is heavily impacted by
butter & cream, as well as
increasing egg & wheat prices,
somewhat offset by sugar price
reduction, but no where near
fully. Pricing based on the best
possible scenario for butter in
2018, but facing an ingredient
price rise of a minimum 18%
total.

n Sidoli Entire product range
subject to commodity pressures,
mainly from butter & cream as
well as wheat, egg & packaging.
Initial proposal reduced by avg
1%, with certain products
protected from the higher
increase. Our supply partner will
be the last to market with an
increase by a minimum of 6
weeks.



Desserts

Increases

n Everyday Favourites &
Premium Selection High
proportion of the range subject
to commodity cost increases in
butter, cream, eggs & wheat. The
quality and quantity of these
ingredients are high, so the
impact is worse. Our supply
partner will be the last to market
for increases from own brand
suppliers.

n Sidoli Entire product range
subject to commodity pressures,
mainly from butter & cream as
well as wheat, egg & packaging.
Bidfood will be the last to market
with an increase by a minimum
of 6 weeks.

n Ministry of Cake Only 2
products impacted.



Desserts

Increases

n Boncolac Product range is
high in butter content, and also
impacted by egg pricing; the
increase has been deferred for 4
months, this is a premium.

n Mademoiselle Product range
is high in butter and cream
content, and also impacted by
wheat, egg and labour prices.

n Belfield Only 1 product
impacted, very high cream
content.



Ice Cream

Key Drivers

n Almost EVERY ice cream
supplier has gone up (between
2-7%).

n Higher import costs due to
sterling’s continued weakness.

n Increased cost of labour
through the Government’s living
wage and a real shortage of
labour now as the Eastern
European workforce ARE starting
to head home.

n Milk prices have increased
30%, Cream prices are up 50%,
Egg yolk prices are 40% higher
and Vanilla has increased by
500% since January 2015.



Cooking Sauce  

Drivers and Details

n Premier Across the trade
increase from Jan 18.

n Simtom First increase in 8yrs.
Mostly driven by increased
labour costs and higher
ingredient costs.

n AB World Mostly currency
driven, all products produced in
Europe or Far East. Their
proposed increase back in Aug17
The rest of increases can be
avoided by using other brands or
Own Label (sweet chilli sauce,
soy sauce etc).



Dairy

Drivers and Details

n Rowan Glen First increase
since March 2014. Driven by
increased dairy input prices,
labour costs and increased fruit
prices which come from the
continent (£/€ again).

n Daybreak 4.5L Yogurt only
going up. Milk prices are
increasing across Europe (made
in Germany). Not helped by
Sterling’s continued weakness.

n Roddas Clotted Cream
Delayed/avoided this increase
from June 17 really, the rest of
the market went up ages ago.
Their only ingredient is milk.



Milk & Cream

Market Update

n Limited milk production in
the first half of 2017.

n Farmgate milk prices
increased throughout the
year from 26.4ppl in June to
31.6ppl in October

n Increased milk production
in Q4 due to better returns
for the farmers.

n As Cream is the main
ingredient to Butter, it has
followed a similar price hike
in 2017.

n Traditionally Cream prices
increase in the run up to
Christmas, however prices
have dropped in Q4 2017.



Milk & Cream

Market Update



Bakery Ingredients and 
Ambient Desserts

Drivers and Details

n Macewan Falconer Milk
prices (German factory) are
much higher than expected.
Reviewed prices from a which
enabled us to mitigate the
increase considerably.

n Kerry Increased crop prices
on the continent driven by poor
harvest, heavy frosts, no carry-
over of volume from the
previous year and increased
Chinese demand.

n Bonta Italia All currency
driven, the last contracts were
taken before Brexit. First
increase since Sept 2014.



Continental Cheese 

Drivers and Details

n Eurilait Two main
drivers, currency 4.2%
devaluation since we last
contracted and 4.3% in
inflationary costs (milk,
cream, labour, packaging
and transport).

n Mondelez First increase
since April 2012. Driven
by dairy increases (only
real ingredient is milk).
Currency (made on the
continent).



Cheese

Market Update

n Lower milk availability in early
part of 2017 limited production
of Cheese.

n Exceptionally high returns on
Butter meant that processors
directed the milk and cream
away from cheese production.

n High Milk prices throughout 
2017 have encouraged Farmers

n High prices throughout 2017,
particularly in Q3.

LOOKING FORWARD

n Improved milk availability and 
cheese production in Q4 of 
2017 will result in additional 
supply in to the market.

n Expectation that Prices could 
be lower from May 18.



IQF Whitefish 

Market Update

n Cod and Haddock quotas
reduced by 13% (10% had been
anticipated as there was no
reduction last year despite
scientists recommending 10%
and the scientists requested
20% this year).

n Once caught, fish is then sent
to China to be Headed and
Gutted (HG) before being
shipped to the UK.

n Immediate impact of $150
per mt upon quota news being
released in October.

n TAC (total allowable catch) in
Russia has also been reduced by
5%.

n Landings have been limited.
Prices should begin to soften
again once fishing resumes
January- March.



Breaded & Battered 
Fish 

Market Update

n Despite fish suppliers
forcing through price
increases in September
2016 and then again in
January 2017, the supplier
has not increased prices
again in January 2017 and is
also holding the prices for
the March.

n Fish raw material is traded
in dollars: the exchange rate
in September 2016 was 1.42
and has been running at
about 1.32 since.

n Despite assurances the
manufacturer forced
through increases in excess
of 16%+.



Cold Water Prawns

Market Update

n Extended winter
shutdown in Greenland
(12 weeks).

n 50% reduction in the
Canadian quota.

n Poor catches in Iceland
and Norway.

n 20% decrease in the
value of the GBP versus
Greenland currency.



Salmon

Market Update
n Norwegian farmers will
reduce availability of fish
to force prices up.

n “Value” origin is
Chilean.

n Norwegian and
Scottish prices softening
at a time when they are
traditionally high.

Price Planning
We are introducing
Norwegian and Chilean
options for Scottish fillets
which will offer “cost
conscious” options.



Chips

Market Update

n Despite the currency
impact, Everyday Favourites
prices were maintained.

n Harvest better than
2016/17, however, currency
much worse.



Rice - Own Label 
Basmati
Market Update

n Everyday Favourites rice is
now being sourced from
Pakistan. Although some
Tricyclazole is used in Pakistan,
not used to the same extent and
going forward Pakistani basmati
may be the only basmati legally
available into the UK.

n Although this effects all types
of rice, it is the Indian growers
who use this as main fungicide
to kill rice blast. They produce
over 65% of the worlds Basmati.
Basmati rice only comes from
India or Pakistan.

n New EU regulations reducing
the accepted levels of the
fungicide Tricyclazole.



Rice - Own Label 
Basmati
Market Update

n Why doesn’t India Switch?
Very difficult to regulate a switch
as Indian crop typically comes
from multiple smallholdings. And
the EU accounts for a small
percentage of their sales,
farmers not driven to change.

n With a minimum 15%+
increase on basmati. Prices for
unprocessed rice are currently
26% higher than last year.

n The EU has permitted 2017
crop to be imported with higher
levels of the fungicide as long as
stock had landed before end
December 2017.

n However in 2019 availability
of basmati will be even shorter
as the only source of acceptable
basmati will be Pakistan so
pricing could be even worse.



Yellow Fats & Spreads 
Own Label and Kerry

Market Update

n Everyday Favourites
spreads continue to
increase.

n Rapeseed oil is 22%
higher than in 2016.
Sunflower oil 50%. Palm
Oil 15% higher.

n Kerry premium baking
and butter spread
increases.



Oil

Market Update

n Current Contract We are holding prices until end of
April 2018 and we are looking to cover until September
in the coming weeks.

n Looking Forward The market is very stable. There are
no indications at this stage that prices will change
substantially between now and the Autumn. The
outcome of the European crop may lead to some
reductions in the middle of the summer if the crop is
favourable.



Bacon

Market Update

n 2017 has been volatile year
with prices at the highest levels
for years.

n Limited availability in the
market drove up the cost of raw
material.

n We saw double digit price
increases in consecutive months
through April, May and June.

n Since the summer, there has
been increased pig numbers
across the EU, particularly Spain,
as well as in the USA.



Bacon

Market Update

n This resulted in 
increased pig slaughtering 
in the EU and availability 
of raw material for Bacon.

n Coupled with Limited demand from China and the far east, there has
been a drop in prices in Q4.



Shell Eggs

Market Update

n Millions of birds in the
Netherlands were culled, so
limited supply in the EU.

n Fipronil insecticide issue
resulted in many eggs being
deemed unfit for human
consumption.

n The UK is 80% self sufficient,
so need to import egg products
from EU.
n Limited availability on the
continent resulted in a
significant drop in the level of
imports to the UK.

n This in turn heightened
demand for UK eggs and drove
up prices on the wholesale
market, with prices doubling in
the months from Sept to Nov
17.



Shell Eggs

Looking Forward

n The high wholesale prices are
likely to fall back post-Christmas
demand, however they are
unlikely to be as low as prices
pre- Fipronil.

n Production levels in the EU
are not yet back to pre-Fipronil
levels, so demand for UK eggs
remains high.

n Prices are likely to be higher
as wholesale prices have not yet
settled back down to previous
levels.



Processed Eggs

Market Update

n Majority of imported egg
from EU was processed in some
form (liquid / powder etc.)

n Same factors that drove up
shell egg prices have had a
greater impact upon Processed
prices.

n Processors of egg products
often purchased ‘seconds’ for
use in liquid egg production,
however have been forced to
pay inflated prices as well as
purchasing ‘firsts’ to satisfy
demand.

n In the short period from
August to November 17, prices
for liquid egg on the wholesale
market had more than doubled.



Processed Eggs

Looking Forward

n Same as shell eggs,
with the market likely to
come back from the
current exceptional
highs, however it is
anticipated that prices
will increase this year
versus last.



Canned Fruit

Market Update
n Solid Pack Apples - Ivory & Ledoux Quantities in Europe were
devastated with many orchards having 30- 40% less apples than normal
due to drought and hailstorms resulting in an 80% increase for
European SA Apples. As a result, a Fuji variety from China, is now being
used, which, though is still a significant increase at a minimum of 42%.

n Mandarins, Grapefruit & Oranges - Kiril Mischeff Shortage of raw
material has caused an average increase of 15% on Mandarins, Oranges
and Grapefruit fresh from the field. Also, what hasn't helped is the
weakness of the GBP v the Euro and the cost increase on empty tins
that was around 7-8% in USD which is now a lot stronger against GBP.
Other factors include high inflation in Turkey such as transport 30% and
labour 15%.



Canned Vegetables

Market Update
n Pulses - Kiril Mischeff A minimum 3% increase across the board is
anticipated shortly primarily because Chick Peas have increased in cost
due to short productions in India and Mexico due to scarcity of rain
pushing prices up from Argentina and Canada; Butter Beans which are
mostly imported from South America and Poland are limited in supply
and Red Kidney Beans from China have been affected by scarcity of rain.

n Mushrooms - Princes Increases are mainly driven by increased costs
in the physical manufacture of the can bodies & ends; worsening of the
pound against the Euro.

n New Potatoes - Scana Noliko Minimum increase of 3% is due primarily
to the weakness of sterling against the Euro. Last time we contracted it
was €1.18 against €1.125 now.



Canned Vegetables

Market Update
n Artichokes - Ivory & Ledoux
Spain has suffered a major
drought this year leading to a
15% increase for Artichokes.

n 27761 Cirio Tomato Puree 6x
850g There are 3 main reasons
for the 7%+ increase;
1 Extreme temperatures in Italy
during the growing season had
reduced the overall crop and
yield.
2 The continued weakness of
sterling against the Euro.
3 The cost of tin plate has
increased substantially.



Canned Meat

Market Update

n Corn Beef & Pork – Princes &
Kiril Mischeff Average increases
of minimum 10% on mainly
branded lines are mainly driven
by increased costs in the physical
manufacture of the can bodies &
ends; worsening of the pound
against the Euro and increased
cost of raw material, in particular
that of Pork.

Pork prices have hit a 2 year high
with a minimum 18% increase
for wholesale pork, coupled with
the weakness of sterling against
the Euro and increases for tin, a
minimum increase of 10% is
needed.



Canned Fish

Market Update

n Anchovies – RH Amar The
cost of anchovies has been
on the rise from mid-2017
with low and limited
catching in Morocco driving
the price up of other areas
such as Peru. As such a
minimum increase of 3% is
expected in the foreseeable
future.



Dried Fruit & Nuts

Market Update

n EF Chopped Mixed Nuts
Strong price increases on
walnuts due to crop shortages in
California and Eastern Europe ;
increases also on almond pricing
and also peanut price increases
coming from weaker Sterling.

n EF Ground Almonds Almond
prices higher fuelled by strong
demand from emerging markets
despite this new crop in
California being a record.

n EF Salted Peanuts Strong
demand and impact on higher
replacement pricing due to
strong USD.



Dried Fruit & Nuts

Market Update

n EF Currants Short crop in
Greece following high summer
temperatures and hail damage
just before harvest.

n EF Whole Glace Cherries
Average supply but weak
currency affecting imported
prices.

n EF Raisins Shortest crop in
California for 20 years and short
crop in Iran has piled pressure on
Turkey resulting in firmer prices
across all key origins.



Dried Fruit & Nuts

Market Update
n EF Chopped Dates Shorter
crop this year in Iran due to very
hot summer temperatures.

n EF Stoned Dates Shorter crop
this year in Iran due to very hot
summer temperatures.

n EF Sultanas Iranian crop could
be 50-70% down on last year
and this additional demand on
the back of the global Raisin
shortfall, has pushed Turkish
pricing higher despite the weak
Lira.



Frozen Vegetables

Market Update
n Frozen Coated Mushrooms
The increase is primarily due to
currency. When we last
increased the price the pound
was at €1.285. Following Brexit,
the £ devalued dramatically and
is now standing at €1.125 (14%
devaluation).

n Frozen Rice The last change
in price was in 2015 when the
pound was 1.35 against the
Euro, where as today it's 1.12
(20% worse off). Also, we have
had flash floods in Thailand
causing a slow down of
harvesting; increase demand
from China for rice from
Bangladesh. All these factors
come into play leading to an
increase of a minimum 17%.



Catering Supplies

Market Update

n Crude oil is 15% higher than it was at the start of 2017, this impacts
plastic and polystyrene based packaging.

n Raw materials used in the
production of numerous
different types of food to go
packaging and bags have been
increasing in cost over the
course of 2017.

n Cardboard prices have
increased due to 2 mills shutting
in China as a result of pressure
on pollution from manufacturing
plants that get their power from
coal fired power stations.

n Paper prices have risen due to increased demand following a
European decision to move all plastic carrier bags to paper by 2025 and
then France and Austria deciding to implement this change immediately



Catering Supplies

Market Update
n Crude oil is 15% higher than it
was at the start of 2017, this
impacts plastic and polystyrene
based packaging.

n Paper prices have risen due to
increased demand following a
European decision to move all
plastic carrier bags to paper by
2025 and then France and
Austria deciding to implement
this change immediately.

n Table from Nov 2017



Catering Supplies

Market Update
n Go-Pak are apply an increase
to the whole market in March
2018. Given the increases in the
raw material market prices and
the increases proposed by other
similar suppliers we believe the
Go-Pak increase is reasonable
and justified. We generally find
Go-Pak prices to be very
competitive.

n Retail Packaging Solutions RPS
are implementing increases on all
bags except for White SOS
carriers, which are increasing by
11%+. Their prices have
been benchmarked with other
bag suppliers and competitive
despite the increases. The
increases are driven by the
tightening supply and increased
demand in the paper market.



Catering Supplies

Market Update

n Raw Material Costs - raw material / tissue paper is over 95% of the
finished product. Pulp is a key driver in the cost of raw materials. The
following graph shows the severe increase since February this year
which is now having a significant impact on raw material costs.

n Exchange Rates - key napkin tissue raw materials are purchased from
European paper mills – these are purchased in Euro’s. Since June 2016
the value of the pound against the Euro has depreciated by 17%.

Key elements that have impacted the cost of production of Paper napkins

n Labour Costs - Labour costs have significantly increased in the past 2
years mainly due to the Governments move from the £6.70 minimum
wage in October 2015 to the current £7.50 statutory living wage. This is
a 12% increase which is set to rise again in early 2018.



Catering Supplies

Market Update

n Plastic prices fell seasonally as demand from bottle drinks
manufacturer decreases now summer has finished. Although the overall
upwards trend seen since July is continuing due to rising crude oil costs.

Plastics Pricing


